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the dark eldar are a faction of eldar, but not the rest of the eldar.
they are often known as the renegades, the traitors, and the
rebels against the empire, and have vowed to destroy the rest of
the eldar. these are the dark eldar that are not slaves to chaos,
but rather have decided to live in the warp, serving the chaos
gods. these eldar are probably elite warriors, and do not allow
themselves to be tamed by chaos. their goals are usually more
selfish than those of their dark eldar cousins, but they tend to
support each other in the practice of their goals. necromancy is a
craft often used by these, and they are not afraid to use it to great
effect. they are more interested in long-term goals than
immediate victories. their society is likely to be very hierarchical,
with a top-down structure. they have a level of technological
sophistication that is generally higher than that of typical dark
eldar, and as such the dark eldar are often somewhat jealous of
them. these eldar are probably more at home in the warp than on
a planet of the material plane. they would not be happy in the
relatively'sane' surroundings of a craftworld, and the warp would
be their natural habitat. of course, this could be a rather large
planet, or perhaps a small cluster of them. their society is a hard
one to understand, as they are generally not interested in the
thoughts of others. however, they are often very interested in the
development of their society, which is sometimes reflected in the
sorts of technology they use. do they worship chaos? if so, how do
they worship their new masters what sorts of allies do they have,
if any do they work with others from their own world, or just those
from the other lands they encounter how do they view other eldar,
especially the other craftworlds what sort of power source are
they using how do they interact with their dark eldar siblings
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